


BF Games is a modern game development studio.

Following the high success, in 2018 BF Games division was 
released to the open market of operators.

In-house developed  have been operated in key BF Games
European markets in Central and Eastern Europe for over 7 
years by our own operations.

Discover our games!

https://bfgames.com/games/


Developing For Our Clients

100% HTML5 slots +65 highly
performant slots

Free Spins, Jackpot 
features & Client Hub    

Easy Integration

All currencies & 
cryptocurrency    

In-house RGSOnline & land-based
Solutions     

Licensed & certified 
in multiple jurisdictions    



BF Games Unique Package

Multiple RTPs    

Multiple volatility levelsWide variety of classic &
modern designs 

Over 15 years gaming
group experience

Exclusive games



Multiplier - An incremental multiplier x2, x3 or x4 will be offered during 
Persistent Wild

Grand Reward - if the Grand Nitro Meter reaches 15, the Grand Reward 
equals 500×bet is awarded

Persistent Wild - once 3 Nitro symbols are collected on the counter, reel 
will become a Persistent Wild reel for the next 3 games. When the Persistent 
Wild has been triggered on all 5 reels concurrently, a prize of 200×bet 
(Fullhouse) is awarded

Free Games - 3, 4 or 5 Treasure Chests awards 15, 20 or 25 Free Games 

Explode Feature - triggered randomly during the Free Games, at lesst 
3 Wild symbols will be added to random locations

TRY GAME

5-reel, 3-row video slot
30 paylines
92,21% / 94,24% / 96,07% RTP
High Volatility

https://demo-vg.beefee.co.uk/gameserver-demo/run?gameId=cave-of-gold&clientId=BFGames


Wild symbol -  substitutes all symbols except Coin symbols

Full House - landing 15 Coin symbols during Cash Mesh is awarded 
an additional Full House multiplier x2

Free Games - 3 or more Scatter symbols trigger Free Games without 
low-paying symbols

Cash Mesh feature - 5 or more Coin symbols on any spin triggers 
the Cash Mesh feature. The number of Cash Mesh spins is according 
to the number of Coin symbols 

Multiplier 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x - will be awarded on 2,3,4 & 5 consecutive 
wins respectively

Jackpot - landing Coin symbol during bonus games awards with 
an extra win

TRY GAME

5-reel, 3-row video slot
25 paylines
92,15% / 94,11% / 96,16% RTP
Very High Volatility

https://demo-vg.beefee.co.uk/gameserver-demo/run?gameId=chicken-madness&clientId=BFGames


TRY GAME

5-reel, 3-row video slot
20 paylines
92,03% / 94,02% / 96,04% RTP
Medium Volatility

Bonus - symbol can appear on all reels. Landing three or more 
Bonus symbols will form a winning combination

Wild symbol - appears only on reel 2, 3 and 4 and substitutes 
other symbols, except for Scatter and Bonus

Scatter - symbol can appear only on reel 1, 3 and 5, landing 
three Scatter symbols will form a winning combination

Expanding feature - whenever Wild appears, it expands and 
cover full reel

https://demo-vg.beefee.co.uk/gameserver-demo/run?gameId=burning-slots-20&clientId=BFGames


Full House - landing 15 Coin symbols during Cash Mesh is awarded 
an additional Full House multiplier x2

Jackpot - landing Coin symbol during bonus games awards with 
an extra win

Cash Mesh Bonus Spin - if bonus spins are finished and all positions 
are not filled then Cash Mesh Bonus Spin will be awarded

Free Games - 3 or more Scatter symbols trigger Free Games without 
low-paying symbols

Cash Mesh feature - 5 or more Coin symbols on any spin triggers
the Cash Mesh feature. The number of Cash Mesh spins is according 
to the number of Coin symbols

TRY GAME

5-reel, 3-row video slot
25 paylines
92,15% / 94,11% / 96,16% RTP
Very High Volatility

https://demo-vg.beefee.co.uk/gameserver-demo/run?gameId=buffalo-trail&clientId=BFGames


TRY GAME

Scatter symbol - three scatter symbols trigger 10 Free Spins

Free Spins - during Free Spins, all 8 rows are active

Respin - during the base game, each win grants one Respin; 
Respin is offered until there is no new win or until all three of the 
top rows are unlocked

Wild symbol - substitutes for all other symbols, except Scatter

5-reel, 2-8-row video slot
min 3125 max 32768 ways to win
96,03% RTP
Medium Volatility

https://demo-vg.beefee.co.uk/gameserver-demo/run?gameId=book-of-gates&clientId=BFGames


Wild Symbol - substitutes for all symbols except Scatter and Nitro

Scatter symbol - landing 3, 4 or 5 Treasure Chest symbols trigger 
10, 15 or 20 Free Games respectively

Grand Nitro Meter -  added to the gameplay during Free Games, 
when it's filled to 15, a Grand Jackpot of 500×bet is awarded

Full House - when the Persistent Wild Feature is triggered on all 5 
reels simultaneously, a prize of 200xbet is awarded

Persistent Wild Feature - when the Nitro Counter is filled with 3 Nitro 
symbols, it triggers the Persistent Wild feature

TRY GAME

5-reel, 3-row video slot
30 paylines
92,13% / 94,15% / 96,04% RTP
High Volatility

https://demo-vg.beefee.co.uk/gameserver-demo/run?gameId=cave-of-fortune&clientId=BFGames


TRY GAME

5-reel, 3-row video slot
5 paylines
92,05% / 94,03% / 96,02% RTP
Medium Volatility

Expanding feature - whenever Wild appears, it expands and 
cover full reel

Scatter - symbol can appear only on reel 1, 3 and 5, landing 
three Scatter symbols will form a winning combination

Wild symbol - appears only on reel 2, 3 and 4 and substitutes 
other symbols, except for Scatter and Bonus

Bonus - symbol can appear on all reels. Landing three or more 
Bonus symbols will form a winning combination

https://demo-vg.beefee.co.uk/gameserver-demo/run?gameId=burning-slots&clientId=BFGames


Scatter symbol - three or more Scatter symbols create 
a winning combination

Gamble - red or black, if the player choice is correct the win
is doubled

TRY GAME

5-reel, 3-row video slot
5 paylines
96,01% RTP
Very High Volatility

https://demo-vg.beefee.co.uk/gameserver-demo/run?gameId=stunning-hot-remastered&clientId=BFGames


Scatter symbol - three or more Scatter symbols create 
a winning combination

Gamble - red or black, if the player choice is correct the win
is doubled

TRY GAME

5-reel, 3-row video slot
20 paylines
96,01% RTP
Very High Volatility

https://demo-vg.beefee.co.uk/gameserver-demo/run?gameId=stunning-hot-20-deluxe-remastered&clientId=BFGames


Gamble - red or black, if the player choice is correct the win
is doubled

Scatter symbol - three or more Scatter symbols create 
a winning combination

TRY GAME

5-reel, 3-row video slot
20 paylines
94,25% RTP / 96,01% RTP
Very High Volatility

https://demo-vg.beefee.co.uk/gameserver-demo/run?gameId=stunning-snow-remastered&clientId=BFGames


Winning combinations can be made on active paylines from 
left-to-right and from right-to-left

Gamble - red or black, if the player choice is correct the win 
is doubled

Wild symbol - substitutes all other symbols

Respin - one or more Wild symbols trigger one Respin

TRY GAME

5-reel, 3-row video slot
10 paylines
94,19% / 96,17% RTP
High Volatility

https://demo-vg.beefee.co.uk/gameserver-demo/run?gameId=royal-crown-remastered&clientId=BFGames


Gamble - red or black, if the player choice is correct the win 
is doubled

Free Spins – three or more Scatter symbols trigger Free Spins

Wild symbol – substitutes for other symbols, except for Scatter 
and Jukebox

Clyde Shot - awards with 4 symbols in the shape of the square

Bonnie Knife - awards with 3 symbols diagonally

Pick and Click – the Player chooses a win multiplier or a number 
of Free Spins

Jukebox – three Jukebox symbols activate the Pick and Click feature

Cigarette Man and Wild symbol – multiplies winning x3

TRY GAME

5-reel, 3-row video slot
20 paylines
94,10% / 95,92% / 98,12% RTP
Medium Volatility

https://demo-vg.beefee.co.uk/gameserver-demo/run?gameId=bonnie-and-clyde&clientId=BFGames


Extra Scatter symbol - before the start of Free Spin mode, one 
of the regular symbols becomes the Extra Scatter

The Wild symbol is also a Scatter symbol

Wild symbol - substitutes for other symbols, except for the 
Extra Scatter

Scatter symbol - 3 or more Scatter symbols trigger 10 Free Spins

Gamble - red or black, if the player choice is correct the win 
is doubled

TRY GAME

5-reel, 3-row video slot
10 paylines
92,08% / 94,09% / 96,33% RTP
Very High Volatility

https://demo-vg.beefee.co.uk/gameserver-demo/run?gameId=book-of-gods&clientId=BFGames


Wild symbol - substitute for other symbols, except for Scatter

Scatter symbol - three or more Scatter symbols trigger 
12 Free Spins

Laser feature - during Free Spins, symbols change to the more 
valuable in the order: Feather, Heka, Scarabeus, Ankh, Cobra, 
and Eye

Gamble - red or black, if the player choice is correct the win 
is doubled

Free Spins - 1, 2 or 3 Wild symbols awards additional 1, 3 or 
5 Free Spins respectively

TRY GAME

5-reel, 3-row video slot
10 paylines
94,11% / 96,20% / 98,11% RTP
High Volatility

https://demo-vg.beefee.co.uk/gameserver-demo/run?gameId=ramses-rising&clientId=BFGames


White Wild and Dark Wild symbol – substitutes for other 
White and Dark symbols respectively 

Free Spins – White Wild symbol, Wild symbol and Dark Wild
symbol trigger 7 Free Spins 

Wild symbol – substitutes for other symbols, except for 
White Wild, Dark Wild and Scatter

Gamble - red or black, if the player choice is correct the win 
is doubled

Scatter symbol – two or more Scatter symbols trigger 
one Respin with a multiplier

TRY GAME

5-reel, 3-row video slot
20 paylines
94,19% / 96,01% / 98,14% RTP
Medium Volatility

https://demo-vg.beefee.co.uk/gameserver-demo/run?gameId=21c67359-14f0-424a-aabf-acc0a1a280f5&clientId=bfgames


Bonus symbol - three or more Bonus symbols trigger 
12 Free Spins

Free Spins - wins in Free Spins mode are multiplied by x3

Wild symbol - substitutes for other symbols

Gamble - red or black, if the player choice is correct 
the win is doubled

Cascade feature - after any line win, all winning symbols 
disappear and are replaced by new ones; the win multiplier 
increases with each new cascade: x1, x2, x3, x5

TRY GAME

5-reel, 3-row video slot
20 paylines
92,21% / 94,23% / 96,08% RTP
Low Volatility

https://demo-vg.beefee.co.uk/gameserver-demo/run?gameId=a4508224-3475-11e6-ac61-9e71128cae77&clientId=BFGames


UPCOMING GAME UPCOMING GAME UPCOMING GAME

5-reel, 3-row video slot
20 paylines

Medium Volatility

5-reel, 3-row video slot
20 fixed lines
High Volatility

5-reel, 3-row video slot
25 paylines

Medium Volatility

FEATURES



www.bfgames.com sales@beefee.co.uk                 Skype: melcaru.claudia

https://bfgames.com/
https://bfgames.com/

